
#

24

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5111 215 4.52 1.6 31.13 9 1/4 35.5 7.05 4.55 120 20

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 

RB Lynch, Marshawn 4/22/86 (32) Foster, Marshall

COLLEGE YEAR - RD - TEAM TEAM 

INJURIES

2007- High ankle sprain missed weeks 11, 12, 13 2008- Missed first three games due to 

suspension 2009- No significant injuries 2010- No significant injuries 2011- No significant 

injuries 2012- Played through a back (spasms) injury (Week 1 through divisional round) 2013- 

No significant injuries  2014- Played through back injury Week 12 through the divisional round 

2015- Hamstring (missed weeks 4 and 5), Sports hernia (missed weeks 11 through wild card) 

2016- Retired  2017- Missed Week 8 (suspension for shoving a ref) 

Cal-Berkley (CAUN)
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played Games Started Games Won Winning % Positions Started

148 135 83 61% RB

07 - 1st - BUF Oakland Raiders

TAPES VIEWED 2017: @TEN 9/10, DEN 11/26, NYG 12/3, DAL 12/17, @PHI 12/25

11th year RB who has started 138 out of 145 career games and 15 out 15 games (missed week 8 due to suspension). 1st

year with HC Jack Del Rio and 1st year in OC Todd Downing's system where he was primarily a 3 down back who ran

Zone. Bernie Parmalee was his RB coach. Solid height, arm length, and hand size with adequate weight, thick body with

strong lower half, good athletic ability with a good combination of QABE and COD. Good vision as he leverages the on-

coming defender's angle to cut back. Good improvisation in the backfield if a play breaks down. Good decision making, if

he cannot find an open lane he engages the defender in front of him with physicality and contact to make back to LOS.

Solid burst as he bursts through the hole with strength by lowering his shoulder and using his good play strength to drive

through all types of defenders. Rare ability to Finish as he keeps his balance through contact to bounce off of smaller

defenders who attempt to tackle him. Generates most of his YAC with his strength by throwing defenders off and running

over them, but has the ability to make defenders miss with his agility. Low pad level when entering contact and good

competitive toughness as he runs with an aggressive style that allows him to push forward for more yards and falls

forward when tackled. Solid mental processing as he knows how much yards he needs to get. Uses his competitive

toughness and aggressive run style to rise to the occasion in critical moments. Solid ability in the passing game as he has

good hands and a good catch radius, solid ability to adjust to balls thrown behind him and can gather himself well. Very

good ability to pick up yards after the catch due to his previously stated finish ability, as he runs over DBs and LBs in

space. Can block well when coming out of play action and given a head start with extra momentum on the rusher. Slow

acceleration through the hole, and lacks the long leg speed to separate from the defense. Will get caught from behind on

longer runs. His weak points at his body are when you get him straightened up and chopping out his legs. Adequate balls

security has he run with erratic arm movements in open space that makes him move the ball away from his body at all

time. Marginal blocking ability as he struggles to identify who to block when there are multiple rushers free. Lacks the

ability to anchor against stronger rushers due to his high pad level and will get pushed back in the quarterback.

Inconsistent on his desire to block all depends on size, more willing to block smaller defenders. Struggles to adjust to

balls above his head. Overall, a starting 3-down RB due to his Vision and YAC ability, which allow him to find space and

then add on that space. Also, a solid pass catcher who can use his YAC ability to pick up extra yards. Struggles with pass

blocking and would struggle with holding blocks for a long time and lacks long leg speed to stretch the defense vertically.

He can win in an Inside-Zone scheme which will allow him to use his finish but get downhill where he can pick up YAC.

His skills could translate over to Outside-Zone but he wouldn't win consistently because he lacks the foot speed to get to

the outside. 

KEY STATS Trending down in all categories except for fumbles. Career- 2,441 Att- 10379 yds- 4.3 y/a- 84 TD- 

28 Fmb/ 389 Tgt- 287 Rec- 9 TD 2017- 207 Att- 891 yds- 4.3 y/a- 7 TD- 1 Fmb/ 31 Tgt- 20 Rec- 

151 tds- 0TD 

MEASURABLES

BEST YAC, Competitive Toughness, Vision, Play Strength 

WORST  Foot Speed, Adjust, Ball Security, Pass Blocking 

 PROJECTION

Starting 3-down RB due to his Vision and YAC ability, which allow him to find space and then add 

on that space. Also, a solid pass catcher who can use his YAC ability to pick up extra yards. 

Struggles with pass blocking and would struggle with holding blocks for a long time and lacks long 

leg speed to stretch the defense vertically. 

SCHEME FIT
He can win in an Inside-Zone scheme which will allow him to use his finish but get downhill where 

he can pick up YAC. His skills could translate over to Outside-Zone but he wouldn't win 

consistently because he lacks the foot speed to get to the outside. 

SUMMARY


